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This thesis evaluates the profitability of momentum strategies on 
the stock markets documented in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993, 
2001) with stocks selection based on risk-adjusted returns. The 
daily returns on stocks listed on NYSE, A M E X and N A S D A Q 
over the period of July 1963 to December 2007 are analyzed 
and three ranking methods are used in the construction of mo-
mentum portfolios. Compared with previous works, the Sharpe 
ratios of momentum portfolios constructed in this study are 
higher. Rebalancing in momentum portfolios is avoided in order 
to minimize the transaction costs. This study suggests that mo-
mentum effects can be induced by behavioral factors including 
overconfidence and anchoring. The study also analyzes the risk-
return profiles of momentum portfolios and market portfolios. 
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Introduction and Literature 
Review 
Capital market efficiency has long been an interesting topic in 
finance and many researchers applied different trading strategies 
in order to achieve abnormal returns. In particular, the momen-
tum strategies, which buy past winners and sell past losers, have 
received a lot of attention in the academic literature. 
Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) examine strategies which buy 
stocks with high returns over the past 3 to 12 months and sell 
stocks with poor returns over the same period generating profits 
of about one percent per month for the following year. Jegadeesh 
and Titman (2001) continue to examine these strategies together 
1 
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with the predictions of behavioral models proposed by Conrad 
and Kaul (1998), Barberis et al. (1998), Daniel et al. (1998), 
and Hong and Stein (1999). 
Momentum strategies are also examined in international stock 
markets and other financial markets. Chan et al. (2000) indicate 
the existence of momentum profits in twenty-three international 
stock markets and Chong et al. (2007) examine the Relative 
Strength Index (RSI) strategies in the international equity mar-
ket. Chong and Ip (2008) also find that momentum trading rules 
generate impressive returns in emerging currency markets. 
While traditional momentum strategies buy stocks with higher 
returns in the past, it does not consider the sources of their 
higher returns. The outperformance may be solely due to high 
market sensitivity or high volatility, so that when the market 
rallies, those high beta stocks will raise more. However, the 
portfolio beta can be raised by simply taking long positions in 
index futures, and thus it is nonsense to increase portfolio return 
by buying high beta stocks. 
To exclude the effect of market sensitivity and volatility, 
the stocks' returns have to be adjusted with their risks. Risk-
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adjusted momentum strategy differs from traditional momen-
tum strategy in the way they measure the performances of stocks. 
It use risk-adjusted returns such as Sharpe ratio, information ra-
tio, C A P M alpha, etc., to select past winners to buy and past 
losers to sell. 
Rachev et al. (2007) analyze momentum profits where stock 
selection is based on reward-risk measures such as the Sharpe 
ratio. As a complement to Jegadeesh and Titman (1993, 2001) 
and Rachev et al. (2007), this thesis examines the risk-adjusted 
momentum strategies that buy and sell stocks according to the 
Fama and French (1993) benchmark estimated over the previous 
6 months. It is found that these momentum strategies continue 
to generate profits in recent years. 
Lesmond et al. (2004) find that the trading costs of those 
stocks that generate high momentum returns are also high. In 
this regard, delisting, rebalancing and performance measure-
ment are carefully examined. In this study, buy-and-hold strat-
egy is employed and the portfolios will not be rebalanced^. Un-
1 Rebalancing is the action of bringing a portfolio of investments that has deviated 
away from one's target asset allocation back into line. Practically, equal-weighted return 
can be achieved only if the portfolio is rebalanced every trading day, and as a result, the 
transaction cost can be high enough to offset the profit earned. 
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der this condition, the returns on portfolios will be computed 
as if the number of shares of stocks is held fixed for the whole 
holding period. 
Academic researchers have proposed different explanations 
for the momentum effect. In recent years, Johnson (2002) ar-
gues that varying expected dividend growth produces this effect 
even when investors are rational. In this study, investors' be-
haviors such as overconfidence and anchoring will be examined 
with a simple mathematical model which links up the funda-
mental value and the market price of a company's stock. It is 
shown that these investors' behaviors will smooth out the mar-
ket price movement and thus the effect of market information 
on the stock market will not disappear instantaneously. 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 
2 provides a brief description of the data and the methodology 
applied in this study, Chapter 3 documents the result and brief 
explanations and Chapter 4 concludes the thesis. 
Chapter 2 
Data and Methodology 
Daily holding period returns (including dividend distributions) 
and delisting returns on stocks listed on New York Stock Ex-
change (NYSE), American Stock Exchange ( A M E X ) and NAS-
D A Q over the sample period of July 1963 to December 2007 are 
obtained from the C R S P daily return file. There are around 60 
million two-dimensional (time, stock) daily return observations^. 
Risk-free rates (One-month Treasury bill rates), Fama-French 
H M L and S M B factors, as well as excess market returns (value-
weighted return on all NYSE, A M E X , and N A S D A Q stocks mi-
nus the one-month Treasury bill rate) on daily basis over the 
same sample period are obtained from the data library website 
i ln the time dimension, there are forty four and a half years where each year contains 
250 trading days. In the stock dimension, there are on average around 5000 stocks listed 
on the stock exchanges 
5 
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of Kenneth R. French^. 
Stocks in the sample includes ordinary common shares of 
companies, American trust components, close-end funds and 
real estate investment trusts, and excludes certificates, Amer-
ican depository receipts, shares of beneficial interest and units. 
At the end of each month from December 1963 to December 
2007, coefficients from the capital asset pricing model ( C A P M ) 
regression 
Ri-Rf = ai + pim {Rm - R f ) + (2.1) 
and Fama-French three factor model regression 
Ri-Rf = ai + pim {Rm - Rf)+ PisSMB + pi.HML + , (2.2) 
where 
Ri is the return on the asset, 
Rf is the risk-free rate of interest, 
Rjn is the return of the market, 
S M B measures the excess returns of small caps over big caps, 
^http://mba.tuck.dartmoutli.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/dataJibrary.html. 
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H M L measures the excess returns of value stocks over growth 
stocks, 
are estimated based on the daily stocks returns during the previ-
ous six months. Following Jegadeesh and Titman (2001), stocks 
priced below US$5 or with a market capitalization ranked them 
in the lowest N Y S E decile at the beginning of the holding pe-
riod are excluded in order to ensure that the results will not be 
driven by small and illiquid stocks or by bid-ask bounce. 
INSERT T A B L E 1 HERE] 
Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics of the variables men-
tioned above before and after the exclusion of small and illiquid 
stocks. Note that there may be an upward survival bias against 
the alphas due to the fact that the regression analysis at the 
end of each month would not include stocks which are delisted 
during the previous six months. 
At the end of each month, the entire sample of stocks would 
be ranked according to three different measures of return: re-
turns on previous six months, C A P M alphas, and Fama-French 
alphas (Month -5 to Month 0). W e then group the stocks into 
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10 equal-weighted portfolios and each of them is then held for 
six months (Month 1 to Month 6). 
2.1 Portfolio Formation 
Explicitly, suppose there are N stocks in the sample at the end 
of month 0. W e rank the stocks and construct the portfolios PI, 
P2, . . P I O . The portfolio PI contains stocks with the high-
est ranking measures of returns, i.e. from the 1st to r(7V/10)-th, 
where r{m) gives the integer nearest to m. Similarly, the portfo-
lio P2 contains stocks with the second highest ranking measures 
of returns, i.e. from [r(iV/10) + l]-th to r(27V/10)-th, and so on. 
PIO contains stocks with the lowest ranking measures of returns, 
i.e. from [r(9A^/10) + l]-th to N-th. In this setting, the differ-
ence between the numbers of stocks in any two portfolios would 
be 0 or 1. Besides the portfolios formed above, a market-neutral 
portfolio (MNP), is also constructed by buying portfolio PI and 
short selling portfolio PIO with the same notional value. 
At the end of the holding period of six months, the fund in 
each portfolio will be allocated to a new portfolio constructed 
based on the latest ranking. For i = 1,…，10, the fund, which 
I 
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initially buys the portfolio Pz based on the ranking at the end 
of December 1963 and holds the portfolio until June 1964, will 
be invested in a new portfolio Pi based on the ranking at the 
end of June 1964. 
For example, suppose there are only ten stocks, say S'l, S2, 
...,S'lo, in the market and the return ranking computed at the 
end of December 1963 is S'l (highest return), 6^2,…，(lowest 
return), then PI, P2, ..., PIO will contain •.., re-
spectively during the holding period from January to June 1964. 
Further, if the return ranking computed at the end of December 
1963 is S2, 5'5,54, S-j, Sq, S3, Sq, 5io, S'g, S'l, then PI will contain 
S2 and PIO will contain in the following holding period, i.e. 
July to December 1964. 
This process will continue and as a result this fund will only 
be reallocated at the end of December and June every year. 
For simplicity, we name this rolling-over portfolio Dec-Jun Pz. 
To aviod seasonal effect in Dec-Jun Pi, we also construct five 
other rolling-over portfolios Jan-Jul Pi, Feb-Aug Pi, Mar-Sep 
Pi, Apr-Oct Pi, May-Nov Pz. Finally, we construct a composite 
Pi which put equal weights on these six rolling-over portfolios. 
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Special treatment is needed when rolling-over the market neu-
tral portfolio M N P . At the end of each holding period, the value 
of portfolio PI and PIO may have increased or decreased and 
the notional dollar return on the portfolio M N P is the notional 
dollar return on portfolio PI minus the notional dollar return 
on portfolio PIO. W e would add the notional dollar return to 
the original notional value of portfolio M N P and roll-over to the 
new portfolio M N P with the new notional value. For example, 
suppose that the notional value of portfolio M N P is $100,000 
at the end of December 1964, i.e. the corresponding fund buys 
$100,000 of portfolio PI and short sells $100,000 of portfolio 
PIO, and if the values of portfolios PI and PIO have increased 
by 20% and 5% respectively during the six months, then the 
new notional value of portfolio M N P would be $100,000 x (1 + 
20% - 5%) = $115,000 and the fund would buys $115,000 of 
portfolio PI and short sells $115,000 of portfolio PIO and holds 
the portfolios for the following six months. 
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2.2 Delisting 
Stocks in the portfolios may be removed from a stock exchange 
during the six-month holding period due to different reasons 
such as going out of the business, going bankruptcy, no longer 
satisfying the listing rules of stock exchange, or being privatized 
or delisted due to merger and acquisition. Sometimes, there 
would be an amount distributed to the shareholders either as 
merger or exchange payments. If the company lists its stocks on 
a new exchange, the new price quote will be used to calculate 
the delisting return and any delisting returns would be treated 
as if being realized on the last trading day. 
For the sake of simplicity, the money received from delisting 
will not be reinvested until the date of reallocation. 
2.3 Rebalancing 
Although the rolling-over portfolios are so-called "equal-weighted", 
the buy-and-hold strategy will be applied so the stocks in any 
portfolio will have equal weights only at the beginning of each 
holding period and there would be no rebalancing within the 
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holding period. The portfolios only buy stocks with equal dollar 
amounts at the beginning of the holding period and hold them 
for six months. If the prices of some stocks rise, they will have 
higher weights. Conversely, if the prices of some stocks fall, they 
will have lower weights. As a result, the return on each portfolio 
is generally not equal to the equal-weighted average return of the 
stocks in the portfolio. The details of performance measurement 
will be explained in the following part. 
2.4 Performance Measurement 
The method of measurement will slightly affect the cumulative 
return computed. For example, if an investor buys stocks A and 
B with equal dollar amount at the end of day 0, and suppose that 
the price of stock A increases by 100% on day 1 and decreases 
50% on day 2 while the price of stock B has no change. The 
equal-weighted return on day 1 and 2 would be 50% and 25% 
respectively, and thus the accumulated return would be (1 + 
50%)(1 - 25%) — 1 二 12.5%. However, the price of stocks A at 
the end of day 2 is actually the same as that at the end of day 0 
and the holding period return will be zero provided there is no 
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rebalancing. 
This example illustrates that the portfolios we constructed in 
the previous session are equal-weighted only in the beginning of 
the holding period. After the first trading day, the stocks in the 
portfolio would have different weights. To measure the holding 
period return accurately, we measure the cumulative return on 
portfolio Pi from the first day of the holding period Tq to date 
T in any holding period, namely CR (Pz, Tq, T ) as the average 
cumulative return on stocks in the portfolio. The cumulative 
return on a stock, is computed as 
T 
C 场,r。’T= n ( l + r^’t) —1 (2.3) 
t=ro 
where rj,t is the daily return of the j-th stock on day t and thus 
the cumulative return on portfolio Pi is computed as 
1 风 
NTT _ 
= 去 E n(i+。.,o - 1 , (2.4) 
‘j=i b=ro 」 
where 
Ni is the number of stocks in portfolio Pi and 
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rj,t is the daily return of the j-th stock on day t . 
Suppose the dollar value of portfolio Fi on day Tq is $1. O n 
day T — 1, its dollar value will become + (Pz, Tq, T — 1):. 
The daily return on portfolio Pz on date T, namely r (Pz, T) is 
computed as 
厂("^‘，」)_ 1 + C 寧 , T o， T - 1 ) ， （2.5) 
where CR (Pz, To, To — 1) 二 0. Computed in this way, the port-
folio return can be accurately measured. 
For the market-neutral portfolio, the cumulative return from 
date To to date T and the daily return on date T are 
CR (MNP, To, T) = CR (PI, Tq, T) - CR (PIO, To, T) (2.6) 
and 
『 _ P ” C R (MNP, To, T) — CR (MNP, TQ, T - 1) 
厂（MNP,”： l + Ci?(MNP,To,T-l) (2.7) 
respectively, where C^R ( M N P , T。，T。— 1) 二 0. 
While the above equations compute the daily returns on the 
rolling-over portfolios which are reallocated every six months, 
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i.e. Dec-Jun Pi, ...，May-Nov Pi, the cumulative return and 
daily return on the composite is the average cumulative return 
on the six rolling-over portfolios, i.e. 
C R (Pi,To,T) = ^ [OR (Dec-Jun Pi, Tq, T) + • • • 
- H C R (May-Nov Pi, Tq, T ) ] ( 2 . 8 ) 
and the daily return is computed as in equation (2.5). 
Chapter 3 
Results 
W e rank the stocks by (i) return on previous six months, (ii) 
C A P M alpha, and (iii) Fama French alpha and apply the method 
in the previous section to obtain time series of daily returns on 
six rolling-over portfolios and their composite. The returns from 
July 1964 to June 2007 will be studied. 
3.1 Daily Portfolio Returns 
Tables 2A-C shows the average daily returns on portfolios con-
structed by ranking Fama-French alphas, C A P M alphas, and re-
turns on previous six months respectively. The values in paren-
theses are the ^ -statistics under the null hypothesis of r(Pi) = 0. 
Except the average return on portfolios PIO, all average returns 
16 
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on portfolios Pi and on the market-neutral portfolios M N P are 
significantly different from zero. 
[INSERT T A B L E S 2A-C HERE] 
As expected, the average returns on portfolios PI, P 2 , … ， 
PIO are in descending order. From the tables, it can be observed 
that the average daily returns on portfolios PIO (past losers) are 
just around 0.01%, which are much lower than returns on other 
portfolios. Particularly, the average daily returns on portfolios 
PI (past winners) are as high as 0.07%, which is equivalent 
to an annualized return of around 19%, and the average daily 
returns on market-neutral portfolios M N P are around 0.06%, 
which is equivalent to an annualized return of 16%. W e can 
also observe that the average daily returns on portfolios with 
the same ranking but different starting months are only slightly 
different from each other. 
Although the average daily return of the six-month-returns-
ranked composite M N P is higher than that of the CAPM-alpha-
ranked and Fama-Prench-alpha-ranked composites, the results 
on the alpha-ranked composites provide support to the success 
of momentum strategies based on risk-adjusted returns. 
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3.2 C A P M and Fama French Model 
In this subsection, regression analysis of capital asset pricing 
model and Fama-French three factor model are conducted. Ex-
cess daily returns on the composites PI,…，PIO and daily re-
turns on the composite M N P are dependent variables in the 
models and the regression analysis are conducted over the period 
from July 1964 to June 2007 and the results are shown in Tables 
3A-C. With the estimations of alpha, and beta, coefficients, the 
abnormal daily returns on portfolios can be attributed to excep-
tional risk-adjusted returns or just high leverages on market. 
INSERT T A B L E S 3A-C H E R E 
From the tables, the monotonic relation of alphas and mo-
mentum rankings can be obviously seen. Alphas of composites 
PI, PIO and M N P are all significantly different from zero re-
gardless of the ranking method. The C A P M alpha and Fama-
French alpha of composite M N P ranked by six-month returns 
are 0.05973% and 0.05949%, which are the highest among the 
three ranking methods. Comparing the market betas of the 
composites M N P in these three approaches, we find that the 
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six-month-returns-ranked composite M N P leads to the smallest 
C A P M beta while the Fama-French-alpha-ranked one gives rise 
to the smallest Fama-French market beta. 
To our surprise, most of the betas computed are lower than 
one. The excess market returns in the regression model is value-
weighted return on all NYSE, A M E X , and N A S D A Q stocks mi-
nus the one-month Treasury bill rate, but the returns on com-
posites are neither equal-weighted returns nor value-weighted 
returns. Instead, those returns are computed as described in 
the previous section and this may be the reason of the low cor-
relation to market movement. 
Another interesting fact is that the C A P M and Fama-French 
market betas of composites PI and PIO are relatively higher 
than those of other composites. This suggests that a small part 
of the abnormal returns on past winners should be attributed to 
their higher betas. However, past losers does not benefit from 
the slightly higher betas. Prom the Fama-French model, we can 
see that the negative alpha of composite PIO contributes more 
than the positive alpha of composite PI on the return of the 
market-neutral portfolio. 
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The market beta of composite M N P is around 0.1 for all 
ranking measures. Considering an average daily market return 
of 0.04396%, we expect that the returns on this market-neutral 
composite are mainly driven by the alpha and the specific risk. 
Due to the market-neutrality, there may not be an easy way 
to diversify the specific risk on portfolios M N P . Therefore, a 
mean-variance analysis is used as a complement when comparing 
portfolios M N P with the market. 
INSERT T A B L E 4 H E R E 
Table 4 reports the mean and standard deviation of returns 
on v^lue-weighted market as well as those on composites M N P 
constructed by ranking Fama-French alpha, C A P M alpha or 
six-month return. Although the return-based composite M N P 
has a higher average daily return and a higher alpha, both 
the Fama-French-alpha-based and CAPM-alpha-based portfo-
lios M N P have lower volatilities. In all cases, the composites 
M N P have higher average daily returns and lower volatilities 
than the market. Note that market-neutral returns should be 
compared to excess market returns, which equals the market 
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returns minus the risk-free rate. The Sharpe (1994) ratio 
S = 聊 - 别 . (3 1) 
V^Var[i? — Rf] . 
on a daily basis shown in Table 4 suggests the composite M N P 
constructed by ranking Fama-French alpha achieves a better 
performance than the other two. Moreover, the Sharpe ratios 
of the market-neutral portfolios are greater than 0.1，which is 
more than quadruple of the market Sharpe ratio. 
Table 4 also shows the mean, standard derivation of returns 
and Sharpe ratios for separated periods: July 1964 - December 
1979, January 1980 - December 1989, January 1990 - Decem-
ber 1999 and January 2000 - June 2007. During the first three 
subperiods, the composites M N P constructed by ranking Fama-
French alpha lead to the highest Sharpe ratios. Yet, it failed 
to beat the composite M N P constructed by ranking six-month 
return during recent years. 
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3.3 Cumulative Returns 
In addition to the analysis of C A P M , Fama-French model re-
gression, as well as Sharpe ratio, the cumulative returns also 
illustrate how good the performance of the market-neutral port-
folios M N P are. Figures lA-C plots the cumulative returns (in 
logarithmic scale) on the composites PI, PIO and M N P during 
the period from July 1964 to June 2007. 
[INSERT FIGURES lA-C HERE] 
Except for the period of dot-com bubble burst in the first 
half of 2000, the composites M N P sustainably outperform the 
market. Notably, these market-neutral composites successfully 
escape from the stock crash in 1973-74 and 1987. The compos-
ites PI soar much more than composites PIO during the dot-com 
bubble and this phenomenon may be driven by the exceptional 
performance of high-tech stocks listed on N A S D A Q . 
3.4 Over Different Time Periods 
In this subsection, the holding period returns, C A P M alphas 
and Fama-French alphas are estimated over four different time 
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periods: July 1964 - December 1979, January 1980 - December 
1989, January 1990 - December 1999 and January 2000 - June 
2007. The results on the composites constructed by ranking 
returns on previous six months are shown in Tables 5A-D. Note 
that there is also a monotonic relation between the momentum 
rankings and measures of returns. 
INSERT T A B L E S 5A-D H E R E 
Comparing the composites PI and PIO with other compos-
ites, we find that both the past winners and losers typically have 
higher market betas, higher S M B betas and lower H M L betas 
than others, and this suggests that these factors may not be 
good indicators of market performance. 
Furthermore, the estimations on alpha coefficients in the Fama-
French regression models give support to the fact that the past 
losers portfolio PIO underperforms the market in a greater mag-
nitude than that the past winners portfolio PI outperforms. The 
C A P M alphas, however, varies from decade to decade. 
Table 5D reports the performances of composites in recent 
years. It is shown that the market-neutral portfolio M N P still 
outperforms the market with a low beta. Actually, both the 
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C A P M and Fama-French market betas of the market-neutral 
composite in this period are lower than those in the past two 
decades. 
3.5 Analysis on Capital Market Theory 
The Capital Market Theory plays an important role in the mod-
ern financial economics. In this subsections, the mean-variance 
profiles of the composites PI, P2,…，PIO as well as the market-
neutral composite M N P and the overall market will be analyzed. 
INSERT T A B L E S 6A,B H E R E 
The means, standard derivations and correlations of the com-
posites PI, P2,…，PIO are shown in Tables 6A and 6B. The 
correlations between portfolios are inversely related to the differ-
ence between their rankings. Based on this information, asset al-
location process can be simulated such that different weights will 
be assigned to the portfolios PI,…’ PIO and the expected re-
turns and standard derivations of the weighted portfolios formed 
are calculated. 
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Explicitly, in each simulation, Wi, W2,..., W i q are generated 
from independent normal random processes 7V(0,1) and are then 
normalized so that the sum of weights equals to 1, i.e. 
for i = 1,..., 10. As a result, Wi^ s are independent normal ran-
dom variables with sum equals one. Then, weighted portfolios 
can be formed by putting weights Wi on portfolios Pi. 
The efficient frontier and the capital market line can then 
be plotted against the expected return and standard derivation. 
Figure 2 shows the mean-variance relation of 10000 simulated 
weighted portfolios and the corresponding capital market line. 
The points representing composite M N P and overall market are 
also plotted on the chart. 
INSERT FIGURE 2 H E R E 
The momentum market portfolio computed as the optimal 
point, whose Sharpe ratio is the highest, on the efficient frontier 
has an expected return of 0.13879% (or an annualized return of 
41.4%) and a standard derivation of 0.75948%, which substan-
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tially outperforms the realistic value-weighted market portfolio 
whose expected return and standard derivation are 0.04396% 
and 0.88863% respectively. The corresponding weights of com-
posites PI, P2, ...’ PIO within the momentum market port-
folio are (0.113761, 0.441338, 0.122806, 0.342899, -0.121921, 
0.166556，0.664162, 0.222041, 1.506951, -2.458597) respectively. 
It should be noted that this weighting is obtained from the sim-
ulation. If more simulated portfolios are computed, the optimal 
weighting may be different. 
The large magnitude of PlO's weight means that a portfolio 
can achieve a higher risk-adjusted return if it short sells PIO 
heavily. O n the other hand, Pi's weight in the momentum mar-
ket portfolio is quite ordinary. This phenomenon is consistent 
with the result in Section 3.2, which states that the negative al-
pha of composite PIO contributes more than the positive alpha 
of composite PI on the return of M N P . 
The composite M N P which is constructed by simply buying 
portfolio PI and short selling portfolio PIO outperforms the mar-
ket but underperforms the momentum market portfolio. The 
Sharpe ratio of the momentum market portfolio is 0.15317 which 
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is well above that of the market-neutral composite M N P . 
3.6 Explanations 
The momentum effects existing in the stock market contradicts 
with the modern portfolio theory which proposes that rational 
investors will diversify their assets to optimize their portfolios. 
The contradiction could be due to the following reasons: 
3.6.1 Overconfidence 
The efficient market hypothesis suggests that investors will re-
act immediately to new information in the market, and thus if 
there are arbitrage opportunities, investors will buy undervalued 
stocks and sell overvalued stocks. As a result, the stock prices 
will be corrected and the arbitrage opportunities will disappear. 
However, investors tend to be overconfident in their ability 
to correctly estimate the returns on stocks. They consistently 
set a narrower range of possible returns. When a company's 
business is expected to grow, investors will buy its stock and 
push its price up. However, if investors always underestimate 
the expected return of a stock, and good news about a company 
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continue to be released, its stock price consistently increases over 
a period of time. 
3.6.2 Anchoring 
W h e n new information appears, previous forecasts on stock prices 
become inaccurate, but investors may still be reluctant to change 
their views. Thus, investors may rely too heavily, or "anchor" 
on previous information. 
Suppose good information about a company is released, the 
fundamental value of its stock should be revised upward. Ratio-
nal investors will buy the company's stock and drive its stock 
price up; on the other hand, investors who anchor will believe 
the fundamental value of its stock have not changed. Eventu-
ally, the company's stock cannot rise to the fundamental value 
due to the opposing force. 
After a period of time, investors who previously anchor on 
old information may adjust their forecasts and thus push the 
company's stock price upward. This anchoring and adjustment 
heuristic causes a momentum effect on that stock. 
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3.6.3 A Simple Model and Smoothing Effect 
In this subsection, a simple mathematical model would be uti-
lized to examine the effects of overconfidence and anchoring on 
stock prices. The details of the proofs are shown in the ap-
pendix. Let S{t) and V { t ) be the market price and fundamental 
value of a company's stock. In an efficient market, the market 
price reflects the fundamental value of the company's stock and 
any discrepancy between them would disappear immediately. 
Mathematically speaking, this process can be described as 
S{t+6t)-S{t) 二 奸 = [V{t)-S{t)]^[V{t+St)-V{t)] 
(3.2) 
or in a continuous approach, 
dSt = X{Vt- St) dt + dVu (3.3) 
where A > 0 is a measure of market efficiency resulting from non-
behavioral factors such as transaction costs and liquidity. When 
the stock price (St) is lower (higher) than the fundamental value 
(14), St will increase (decrease) at a rate of A. When A is large 
enough, the market will tend to be perfectly efficient and any 
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discrepancy between fundamental value and market price would 
disappear immediately. 
The corresponding relation between S{t) and V { t ) is 
+ (3.4) 
which implies St approaches Vt as time goes on. 
W h e n investors have too much confidence on their abilities, 
they will underestimate the discrepancy between fundamental 
value and market price, where can be represented by 
S{t + St) — S{t) = ^[V{t + St) — S{t)] (3.5) 
or 
dSt = X^{Vt - St)dt + ^dV, (3.6) 
where 0 < ^ < 1 measures the investors' level of overconfidence. 
The solution of this equation is 
& = ¥ + 伐 + (3.7) 
W h e n investors anchor on past information, they make de-
cisions based on previous forecasts of fundamental values. W e 
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may write this behavior as 
S(t + St) — S(t) = V(t) - S(t) (3.8) 
or 
dSt = X{Vt — St)dL (3.9) 
The solution is 
St 二罢+ (3.10) 
In both cases of overconfidence and anchoring, there are in-
tegral parts in the explicit forms of St. In fact, the integral 
is an exponential average of Vr over the period of time [0, t . 
In other words, there is a smoothing effect associated with the 
overconfidence or anchoring behaviors. 
Due to this smoothing effect, new information will affect stock 
prices over a period of time and thus the prices of stocks which 
outperform sharply will continue to increase, and vice versa. 
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3.6.4 Securities Selection 
W e observe that the momentum portfolio can beat the market. 
The selection method of securities is crucial for this finding. The 
market portfolio are basically formed by diversifying the stocks 
listed in the market while the momentum market portfolio are 
constructed by diversifying momentum portfolios PI, ..PIO. 
Suppose there are huge amount of funds tracking these port-
folios and investors can easily access to these funds, the efficient 
frontier will expand toward the return axis and capital market 
line will move upward. 
3.6.5 Transaction Costs 
Although the returns of the portfolios discussed in this paper 
have not taken transaction costs into account, the portfolios 
we constructed are not rebalanced during the holding period 
and the stocks in the portfolios will only be reallocated half a 
year. In this setting, the transaction costs are minimized and 
negligible. From the calculation of portfolio returns described 
in the methodology section, transaction costs will have no effect 
on the performance of momentum strategies. 
Chapter 4 
Conclusions 
This thesis evaluates the profitability of momentum strategies 
on the stock markets with stocks selection based on risk-adjusted 
returns. Specifically, intercepts in C A P M and Fama-French 
model regressions are chosen as a measurement of risk-adjusted 
returns. The performance measurement is calculated without 
rebalancing within the portfolios, so that the transaction cost is 
negligible. 
The result of this study is consistent with previous works on 
momentum effect on the stock market. The annualized average 
return of the market-neutral portfolio that buys past winners 
and sells past losers is around 16%. Particularly, the market-
neutral portfolios constructed by ranking C A P M alpha and Fama-
33 
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French alpha have higher Sharpe ratios than the portfolios con-
structed by simply ranking past returns. Moreover, the market 
sensitivity of the market-neutral portfolio is low and thus its ex-
ceptional performance is self-driven. It also avoided the negative 
impact of the stock crashes in 1973-74 and 1987. 
The efficient frontier and capital market line are modified 
after incorporating the momentum portfolios. The simulation 
of asset allocation on the momentum portfolios suggests that 
a theoretical market portfolio can achieve an annual return of 
41% while its volatility is even lower than the realistic market. 
Our results suggest that the market is still not efficient. Thus, 
investors can generate profits by applying our momentum strat-
egy. 
This study also suggests that overconfidence and anchoring 
behaviors of investors provides possible explanations of the sus-
tained momentum effects empirically found in this thesis and 
other literatures. Simple mathematical model are used to show 
that these behaviors would smooth out the movement of stock 
price and thus a sharply soared stocks would tend to continue 
their uptrends, and vice versa. However, the movement of fun-
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damental value has not been explicitly examined in the model 
and the mathematical models have not been examined empir-




Proposit ion 1. Let S{t) and V{t) be positive stochastic pro-
cesses that satisify 
dS{t) = X{V{t) - S{t))dt + dV{t), (A.l) 
where A > 0. Then, 
邓 ) = + V⑷ (A.2) 
Proof. 
d {e^'S{t)) = e^' [dS{t) + XS{t)] 
二 e^ ' [dV{t) + XV(t)] 
=d{e^^V{t)) (A.3) 
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It follows that 
— S(0) 二 e^'V(t) - 1/(0) (A.4) 
and thus 
刚 = + 柳 (A.5) 
• 
Proposit ion 2. Let S{t) and V{t) be positive stochastic pro-
cesses that satisify 
dS{t) = X^{V{t) - S{t))dt + C^ V^^ (Z), (A.6) 
where X> 0, 0 <1. Then, 
糊 = + 卵 + 刚办 ( A . 7 ) 
Proof. 
=eA“ [XC{V{t) - S{t))dt + ^dV{t)] + 
=Ce^^'[XV{t)dt + dV{t)] 
=GA(4-i)〖^i(eAVC0) (A.8) 
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Thus, 
e喊tS�i) = 5(0)+^ f 
Jo 
= 5 ( 0 ) + - - - 1) [ e入〜⑴dT 
Jo 
(A.9) 
and the result follows. • 
Proposit ion 3. Let S{t) and V(t) be positive stochastic pro-
cesses that satisify 
dS{t) = X{V{t) - S{t))dt, (A.IO) 
where A > 0. Then, 
则 = 婴 + 办 （A.n) 
Proof. 
d {e^'S{t)) = e^'dS{t) + Xe^'S{t)dt 
=e入f [A(l/�—⑷则 + Xe^^S(t)dt 
=\e^^V{t)dt (A.12) 
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and thus 
— S{0) = \ f e入丁V(T)dT (A.13) 
Jo 
and the result follows. • 
Appendix B 
Tables and Figures 
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TABLE 1: Descriptive Statistics of the Entire Sample from Jul 1963 to Dec 2007 
Variable Observation Mean Std. Dev. Max Min 
Daily Return 59935113 0.08569% 4.50339% 1595.5001% -97.1698% 
Before excluding stocks priced below $5 or with market capitalizations that would place them in the 
smallest NYSE decile at the beginning of the holding period 
CAPM Alpha 2697046 0.05167% 0.33672% 25.8019% -4.9890% 
CAPM Beta 2697046 0.69004 0.75576 30.3956 -21.2124 
Fama-French 2697046 0.04224% 0.33857% 25.7595% -4.5502% 
Alpha 
Fama-French 2697046 0.86003 0.93516 24.7265 -26.3540 
Market Beta 
Fama-French 2697046 0.73529 1.21193 35.4249 -35.0019 
SMB Beta 
Fama-French 2697046 0.20785 1.47475 51.8796 -52.2093 
HML Beta 
After excluding stocks priced below $5 or with market capitalizations that would place them in the 
smallest NYSE decile at the beginning of the holding period 
CAPM Alpha 1951780 0.05193% 0.23040% 10.52050% -1.61093% 
CAPM Beta 1951780 0.76174 0.66848 15.51703 -5.9149 
Fama-French 1951780 0.04139% 0.22688% 11.4464% -1.8731% 
Alpha 
Fama-French 1951780 0.91128 0.74423 14.5500 -7.9074 
Market Beta 
Fama-French 1951780 0.68364 0.91746 26.6904 -12.3935 
SMB Beta 
Fama-French 1951780 0.18702 1.09028 29.5811 -21.9538 
HML Beta 
Past 6-Month 1965134 11.52132% 41.20475% 4142.8572% -94.92592% 
Return 
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TABLE 2A: Average Daily Holding Period Return on Portfolios formed by 
ranking Fama-French Alpha, from Jul 1964 to Jim 2007 
Dec-Jun Jan-Jul Feb-Aug Mar-Sep Apr-Oct M ay-No v Composite 
PI 0.06604% 0.06725% 0.06484% 0.06697% 0.06763% 0.06817% 0.06577% 
(6.2877)** (6.2566)** (6.0586)** (6.3107)** (6.4259)** (6.4041)** (6.8390)** 
P2 0.06068% 0.06373% 0.06452% 0.06466% 0.06345% 0.06217% 0.06262% 
(7.4949)** (7.7389)** (7.8850)** (7.9714)** (7.8979)** (7.6312)** (8.5478)** 
P3 0.05659% 0.05607% 0.06090% 0.05958% 0.05910% 0.05571% 0.05768% 
(8.0325)** (7.8500)** (8.5306)** (8.2698)** (8.3522)** (7.8724)** (8.9914)** 
P4 0.05314% 0.05499% 0.05428% 0.05509% 0.05245% 0.05393% 0.05361% 
(8.2961)** (8.4551)** (8.3766)** (8.4858)** (8.0606)** (8.3528)** (9.1493)** 
P5 0.05014% 0.04929% 0.05420% 0.05349% 0.05018% 0.05021% 0.05108% 
(8.3178)** (8.1484)** (8.9976)** (8.8135)** (8.2641)** (8.2649)** (9.3470)** 
P6 0.05020% 0.04904% 0.04884% 0.04880% 0.04984% 0.04823% 0.04889% 
(8.5759)** (8.5270)** (8.3779)** (8.4315)** (8.5833)** (8.2445)** (9.1619)** 
P7 0.04928% 0.04583% 0.04531% 0.04628% 0.04520% 0.04544% 0.04600% 
(8.1202)** (7.6556)** (7.5750)** (7.6414)** (7.4877)** (7.5191)** (8.3717)** 
P8 0.04708% 0.04403% 0.04166% 0.04223% 0.04529% 0.04503% 0.04404% 
(7.1914)** (6.7674)** (6.3135)** (6.4227)** (6.9121)** (6.9135)** (7.3207)** 
P9 0.03756% 0.03499% 0.03358% 0.03619% 0.03643% 0.03714% 0.03554% 
(5.1668)** (4.8015)** (4.6118)** (4.8771)** (4.9464)** (5.0482)** (5.3633)** 
PIO 0.01472% 0.01076% 0.01026% 0.01013% 0.0108% 0.01399% 0.01121% 
(1.5988) (1.1846) (1.1207) (1.0912) (1.1715) (1.5258) (1.3360) 
MNP 0.04989% 0.05591% 0.05494% 0.05674% 0.05613% 0.05260% 0.05407% 
(9.2119)** (10.1914)** (10.1272)** (10.2376)** (10.4118)** (9.3177)** (12.2889)** 
*0.5% significance level 
**0.1% significance level 
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TABLE 2B: Average Daily Holding Period Return on Portfolios formed by 
ranking CAPM Alpha, from Jul 1964 to Jun 2007 
Dec-Jun Jan-Jul Feb-Aug Mar-Sep Apr-Oct May-Nov Composite 
PI 0.06596% 0.06985% 0.06945% 0.06987% 0.07075% 0.07056% 0.06838% 
(6.0461)** (6.2939)** (6.3987)** (6.4690)** (6.6290)** (6.4888)** (6.9431)** 
P2 0.06151% 0.06404% 0.06773% 0.06573% 0.06251% 0.06335% 0.06364% 
(7.3787)** (7.6142)** (8.0078)** (7.8245)** (7.5714)** (7.5767)** (8.4539)** 
P3 0.05452% 0.05848% 0.06050% 0.05981% 0.05869% 0.05672% 0.05776% 
(7.6078)** (7.9830)** (8.3654)** (8.2859)** (8.1889)** (7.9193)** (8.9407)** 
P4 0.05347% 0.05449% 0.05553% 0.05741% 0.05246% 0.05191% 0.05394% 
(8.2662)** (8.3102)** (8.4946)** (8.7028)** (7.9865)** (7.8807)** (9.1915)** 
P5 0.05145% 0.05171% 0.05248% 0.05274% 0.05092% 0.04940% 0.05115% 
(8.5122)** (8.5264)** (8.6317)** (8.5522)** (8.2366)** (7.9944)** (9.2311)** 
P6 0.05069% 0.04849% 0.04825% 0.04830% 0.04985% 0.04950% 0.04891% 
(8.5318)** (8.3164)** (8.1851)** (8.1829)** (8.4610)** (8.3520)** (9.0713)** 
P7 0.05026% 0.04705% 0.04616% 0.04546% 0.04425% 0.04639% 0.04649% 
(8.3369)** (7.9687)** (7.6954)** (7.5505)** (7.2970)** (7.7536)** (8.4304)** 
P8 0.04535% 0.03951% 0.04087% 0.04182% 0.04310% 0.04472% 0.04242% 
(7.1646)** (6.1595)** (6.3325)** (6.5917)** (6.7721)** (7.0775)** (7.2970)** 
P9 0.03992% 0.03480% 0.03013% 0.03243% 0.03646% 0.03471% 0.03482% 
(5.5400)** (4.8795)** (4.0843)** (4.4148)** (5.0763)** (4.8347)** (5.2468)** 
PIO 0.01167% 0.00729% 0.00557% 0.00917% 0.01099% 0.01246% 0.00900% 
(1.2713) (0.8034) (0.5932) (0.9840) (1.1875) (1.3564) (1.0781) 
MNP 0.05190% 0.06168% 0.06111% 0.06023% 0.05855% 0.05648% 0.05816% 
(7.9377)** (9.6019)** (9.2008)** (9.3853)** (9.5731)** (8.8426)** (10.9294)** 
*0.5% significance level 
**0.1% significance level 
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TABLE 2C: Average Daily Holding Period Return on Portfolios formed by 
ranking Returns during the Previous Six Months, from Jul 1964 to Jun 2007 
Dec-Jun Jan-Jul Feb-Aug Mar-Sep Apr-Oct May-Nov Composite 
PI 0.06914% 0.07259% 0.07230% 0.07274% 0.07322% 0.07394% 0.07130% 
(6.5416)** (6.7499)** (6.8388)** (6.9123)** (7.0090)** (6.9903)** (7.4738)** 
P2 0.05806% 0.06459% 0.06592% 0.06336% 0.05993% 0.06197% 0.06193% 
(7.1639)** (7.8860)** (8.1356)** (7.8766)** (7.6081)** (7.8818)** (8.6707)** 
P3 0.05829% 0.05810% 0.06084% 0.06051% 0.05889% 0.05718% 0.05853% 
(8.3920)** (8.2668)** (8.6109)** (8.5638)** (8.4119)** (8.2659)** (9.3134)** 
P4 0.05366% 0.05455% 0.05702% 0.05513% 0.05307% 0.05183% 0.05395% 
(8.4343)** (8.6188)** (9.0033)** (8.5924)** (8.3308)** (8.1017)** (9.3858)** 
P5 0.05421% 0.05206% 0.05385% 0.05324% 0.05246% 0.05202% 0.05266% 
(9.0982)** (8.6801)** (8.8911)** (8.6398)** (8.4943)** (8.5209)** (9.5505)** 
P6 0.05038% 0.04906% 0.04662% 0.05014% 0.04978% 0.05039% 0.04912% 
(8.4248)** (8.2703)** (7.8071)** (8.2260)** (8.2090)** (8.3129)** (9.0144)** 
P7 0.04825% 0.04753% 0.04684% 0.04653% 0.04738% 0.04581% 0.04675% 
(7.7931)** (7.7235)** (7.4892)** (7.4174)** (7.5528)** (7.4647)** (8.2266)** 
P8 0.04719% 0.04195% 0.04115% 0.04358% 0.04220% 0.04473% 0.04329% 
(7.0778)** (6.2641)** (6.0158)** (6.4505)** (6.3386)** (6.6559)** (7.0556)** 
P9 0.03709% 0.03104% 0.02999% 0.03175% 0.03553% 0.03361% 0.03299% 
(4.8510)** (4.0544)** (3.7940)** (4.0825)** (4.6354)** (4.3621)** (4.6768)** 
PIO 0.00961% 0.00394% 0.00335% 0.00612% 0.00806% 0.00848% 0.00589% 
(0.9629) (0.3989) (0.3285) (0.6005) (0.8138) (0.8445) (0.6499) 
MNP 0.05498% 0.06549% 0.06538% 0.06333% 0.06078% 0.06219% 0.06160% 
(7.2819)** (9.4499)** (8.8322)** (7.8484)** (8.5883)** (8.7963)** (10.4093)** 
*0.5% significance level 
**0.\% significance level 
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TABLE 3A: CAPM and Fama-French Model Regression - Return on 
Composites formed by ranking Fama-French Alpha, from Jul 1964 to Jun 2007 
CAPM Fama French 
Alpha Beta Alpha Beta 
Market SMB HML 
PI 0.02318% 0.93944 0.01706% 1.0209 0.87138 -0.09131 
(4.37)** (157.43)** (5.10)** (210.52)** (122.25)** (-9.81)** 
P2 0.02427% 0.74156 0.01471% 0.8573 0.65629 0.11624 
(6.59)** (178.87)** (6.71)** (269.49)** (140.35)** (19.04)** 
P3 0.02112% 0.65822 0.01017% 0.78740 0.54395 0.2093 
(6.82)** (189.07)** (5.35)** (285.74)** (134.29)** (39.57)** 
P4 0.01825% 0.60248 0.00698% 0.73405 0.47737 0.24549 
(6.50)** (190.70)** (3.91)** (283.10)** (125.25)** (49.34)** 
P5 0.01667% 0.55771 0.00528% 0.68998 0.42993 0.26789 
(6.21)** (184.72)** (2.92)* (262.86)** (111.43)** (53.18)** 
P6 0.01478% 0.54393 0.00305% 0.67978 0.42181 0.28347 
(5.62)** (183.79)** (1.74) (267.59)** (112.96)** (58.15)** 
P7 0.01162% 0.55675 -0.00047% 0.69679 0.44247 0.28898 
(4.21)** (179.39)** (-0.25) (260.42)** (112.51)** (56.28)** 
P8 0.00843% 0.61370 -0.00472% 0.76647 0.50208 0.30707 
(2.85)* (184.46)** (-2.56) (286.37)** (127.62)** (59.78)** 
P9 -0.00120% 0.66681 -0.01489% 0.82675 0.58402 0.29684 
(-0.35) (174.71)** (-7.02)** (268.80)** (129.18)** (50.29)** 
PIO -0.02885% 0.82166 -0.04283% 0.98822 0.79417 0.23059 
(-6.27)** (158.69)** (-14.69)** (233.69)** (127.77)** (28.41)** 
MNP 0.05058% 0.15059 0.05767% 0.07741 0.11717 -0.29810 
(12.08)** (31.81)** (14.36)** (13.29)** (13.68)** (-26.66)** 
*0.5% significance level 
**0.1% significance level 
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TABLE 3B: CAPM and Fama-French Model Regression - Return on 
Composites formed by ranking CAPM Alpha, from Jul 1964 to Jim 2007 
CAPM Fama French 
Alpha Beta Alpha Beta 
Market SMB HML 
PI 0.02557% 0.95040 0.01767% 1.0518 0.89832 -0.03482 
(4.58)** (151.36)** (4.78)** (196.18)** (113.99)** (-3.38)** 
P2 0.02499% 0.75596 0.01421% 0.88545 0.67890 0.15333 
(6.45)** (173.45)** (5.95)** (255.85)** (133.46)** (23.09)** 
P3 0.02125% 0.65603 0.00966% 0.79249 0.56128 0.22663 
(6.60)** (181.10)** (4.83)** (273.01)** (131.55)** (40.68)** 
P4 0.01875% 0.59428 0.00686% 0.73296 0.49181 0.26352 
(6.35)** (179.09)** (3.57)** (262.82)** (119.98)** (49.24)** 
P5 0.01665% 0.56171 0.00482% 0.69913 0.45260 0.27582 
(6.00)** (179.82)** (2.62) (262.30)** (115.52)** (53.92)** 
P6 0.01476% 0.54573 0.00272% 0.68523 0.43764 0.28919 
(5.43)** (178.63)** (1.51) (262.25)** (113.95)** (57.68)** 
P7 0.01207% 0.55826 0.00013% 0.69962 0.44949 0.29050 
(4.35)** (178.85)** (-0.07) (262.87)** (114.90)** (56.88)** 
P8 0.00740% 0.58668 -0.00455% 0.72564 0.47104 0.27324 
(2.50) (176.56)** (-2.25) (247.70)** (109.39)** (48.60)** 
P9 -0.00202% 0.67107 -0.01432% 0.81529 0.55127 0.25722 
(-0.60) (178.16)** (-6.39)** (250.78)** (115.37)** (41.23)** 
PIO -0.03094% 0.81607 -0.04230% 0.95252 0.71818 0.16039 
(-6.73)** (157.83)** (-12.91)** (200.50)** (102.85)** (17.59)** 
MNP 0.05455% 0.16844 0.05783% 0.13586 0.21613 -0.2019 
(10.64)** (29.22)** (11.67)** (18.90)** (20.46)** (-14.64)** 
*0.5% significance level 
**0.1% significance level 
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TABLE 3C: CAPM and Fama-French Model Regression - Return on 
Composites formed by ranking Returns during the Previous Six Months, from 
Jul 1964 to Jun 2007 
CAPM Fama French 
Alpha Beta Alpha Beta 
Market SMB HML 
PI 0.02937% 0.90906 0.01955% 1.0313 0.88285 0.04245 
(5.29)** (145.70)** (5.15)** (187.30)** (109.09)** (4.02)** 
P2 0.02436% 0.70516 0.01249% 0.8462 0.64616 0.20636 
(6.34)** (163.11)** (4.94)** (230.96)** (119.99)** (29.35)** 
P3 0.02250% 0.63378 0.00991% 0.78100 0.54559 0.26984 
(7.03)** (176.17)** (4.88)** (265.07)** (125.98)** (47.72)** 
P4 0.01905% 0.58060 0.00645% 0.72705 0.48555 0.29256 
(6.54)** (177.29)** (3.45)** (268.08)** (121.80)** (56.21)** 
P5 0.01828% 0.55609 0.00576% 0.70115 0.45201 0.30201 
(6.52)** (176.25)** (3.10)* (260.35)** (114.19)** (58.44)** 
P6 0.01493% 0.54765 0.00294% 0.68654 0.43654 0.28758 
(5.33)** (173.81)** (1.52) (244.67)** (105.84)** (53.41)** 
P7 0.01198% 0.57460 0.00015% 0.71209 0.45929 0.27324 
(4.17)** (178.00)** (0.08) (252.01)** (110.58)** (50.39)** 
P8 0.00758% 0.61880 -0.00370% 0.75078 0.49174 0.24078 
(2.43) (176.15)** (-1.69) (235.98)** (105.15)** (39.44)** 
P9 -0.00458% 0.70564 -0.01497% 0.82921 0.57728 0.17612 
(-1.25) (170.88)** (-5.75)** (219.37)** (103.90)** (24.28)** 
PIO -0.03525% 0.87205 -0.04379% 0.97823 0.75774 0.04084 
(-6.80)** (149.64)** (-11.36)** (175.05)** (92.25)** (3.81)** 
MNP 0.05973% 0.087633 0.05949% 0.09310 0.17402 -0.05489 
(10.17)** (13.27)** (10.21)** (11.02)** (14.01)** (-3.38)** 
*0.5% significance level 
**0.1% significance level 
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FIGURE lA: Cumulative Returns (in Logarithmic Scale】）on the Composite 
formed by ranking Fama-French Alpha, from Jul 1964 to Jun 2007 
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1 The cumulative return is plotted on y-axis in logarithmic scale, i.e. y-coordinate equals to 
logio[l+CR(P, To, T)]. For instant, y = 0 represents CR(P, T。，T) = 0 while y = 3 represents CR(P, To, 
T ) = 103- 1 
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FIGURE IB: Cumulative Returns (in Logarithmic Scale�）on the Composite 
formed by ranking CAPM Alpha, from Jul 1964 to Jun 2007 
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2 The cumulative return is plotted on y-axis in logarithmic scale, i.e. y-coordinate equals to 
log丨 o[l+CR(P，To, T)]. For instant, y = 0 represents CR(P, T。，T) = 0 while y = 3 represents CR(P, To, 
T ) = 10^- 1 
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FIGURE IC: Cumulative Returns (in Logarithmic Scale�）on the Composite 
formed by ranking by Returns during the Previous Six Months, from Jul 1964 
to Jun 2007 
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3 The cumulative return is plotted on y-axis in logarithmic scale, i.e. y-coordinate equals to 
logio[l+CR(P, To, T)]. For instant, y = 0 represents CR(P, To, T) = 0 while y = 3 represents CR(P, To, 
T ) = 10^- 1 
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TABLE 4: Descriptive Statistics of Daily Returns on Composite MNP formed by 
ranking Fama-French Alphas, CAPM Alphas or Returns during the Previous 
Six Months, from Jul 1964 to Jun 2007 
Jul 1964-Jun 2007 
Observation Mean Std. Dev. Sharpe ratio 
Fama-French Alpha 10823 0.05407% 0.45776% 0.11812 
CAPM Alpha 10823 0.05816% 0.55359% 0.10506 
Six-month Return 10823 0.06161% 0.61570% 0.10006 
Excess Market Return 10823 0.02142% 0.88882% 0.02410 
Jul 1964-Dec 1979 
Observation Mean Std. Dev. Sharpe ratio 
Fama-French Alpha 3884 0.04191% 0.40545% 0.10336 
CAPM Alpha 3884 0.04792% 0.52351% 0.09153 
Six-month Return 3884 0.04429% 0.58485% 0.07573 
Excess Market Return 3884 0.00515% 0.75184% 0.00685 
Jan 1980-Dec 1989 
Observation Mean Std. Dev. Sharpe ratio 
Fama-French Alpha 2528 0.05556% 0.29417% 0.18879 
CAPM Alpha 2528 0.05922% 0.33526% 0.17665 
Six-month Return 2528 0.06526% 0.39773% 0.16407 
Excess Market Return 2528 0.03088% 0.95691% 0.03227 
Jan 1990-Dec 1999 
Observation Mean Std. Dev. Sharpe ratio 
Fama-French Alpha 2528 0.08913% 0.43523% 0.20479 
CAPM Alpha 2528 0.08889% 0.47345% 0.18774 
Six-month Return 2528 0.08604% 0.49668% 0.17332 
Excess Market Return 2528 0.04813% 0.81850% 0.05880 
Jan 2000-Jun 2007 
Observation Mean Std. Dev. Sharpe ratio 
Fama-French Alpha 1883 0.03011% 0.70187% 0.04290 
CAPM Alpha 1883 0.03660% 0.86194% 0.04246 
Six-month Return 1883 0.05962% 0.96386% 0.06186 
Excess Market Return 1883 0.00640% 1.11605 % 0.00574 
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TABLE 5A: CAPM and Fama-French Model Regression - Return on 
Composites formed by ranking Returns during the Previous Six Months, from 
Jul 1964 to Dec 1979 
Return CAPM Fama French 
Alpha Beta Alpha Beta 
Market SMB HML 
PI 0.06438% 0.03632% 1.11087 0.01605% 1.14661 0.99639 0.04157 
(4.0949)** (4.41)** (101.45)** (2.73) (130.28)** (61.58)** (2.15) 
P2 0.05316% 0.02616% 0.90311 0.00635% 0.96512 0.80427 0.19104 
(4.3088)** (4.51)** (117.04)** (1.90) (192.85)** (87.41)** (17.38)** 
P3 0.05090% 0.02429% 0.82716 0.00499% 0.89619 0.72957 0.23398 
(4.5585)** (4.84)** (123.85)** (2.01) (241.67)** (107.01)** (28.72)** 
P4 0.04511% 0.01874% 0.78099 0.00033% 0.84809 0.68743 0.23029 
(4.3052)** (4.08)** (127.80)** (0.16) (281.05)** (123.91)** (34.74)** 
P5 0.04498% 0.01870% 0.76210 0.00063% 0.82842 0.67209 0.22851 
(4.4045)** (4.20)** (128.61)** (0.34) (295.09)** (130.22)** (37.05)** 
P6 0.04003% 0.01371% 0.77168 -0.00365% 0.83262 0.66278 0.20415 
(3.8739)** (3.05)* (129.05)** (-1.71) (260.95)** (112.98)** (29.12)** 
P7 0.03887% 0.01245% 0.79042 -0.00466% 0.84652 0.67824 0.17915 
(3.6483)** (2.61) (124.76)** (-1.82) (220.83)** (96.23)** (21.27)** 
P8 0.03836% 0.01169% 0.83809 -0.00541% 0.88974 0.70592 0.10275 
(3.3727)** (2.24) (120.72)** (-1.71) (187.62)** (80.96)** (14.83)** 
P9 0.03355% 0.00650% 0.91259 -0.01044% 0.95470 0.75579 0.07777 
(2.6840) (1.10) (115.73)** (-2.62) (160.33)** (69.04)** (7.85)** 
PIO 0.01494% -0.01303% 1.09242 -0.03127% 1.12195 0.91315 0.02278 
(0.9854) (-1.73) (109.32)** (-5.85)** (140.23)** (62.08)** (1.30) 
MNP 0.04429% 0.04410% 0.03582 0.04180% 0.04275 0.09499 0.02069 
(4.7193)** (4.70)** (2.87)* (4.45)** (3.04)* (3.67)** (0.67) 
*0.5% significance level 
**0.1% significance level 
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TABLE 5B: CAPM and Fama-French Model Regression - Return on 
Composites formed by ranking Returns during the Previous Six Months, from 
Jan 1980 to Dec 1989 
Return CAPM Fama French 
Alpha Beta Alpha Beta 
Market SMB HML 
PI 0.06950% 0.01248% 0.75741 0.00992% 1.0050 0.79548 -0.01409 
(4.0668)** (1.36) (78.71)** (1.88) (116.57)** (69.14)** (-0.82) 
P2 0.07219% 0.01813% 0.66146 0.01414% 0.87655 0.63945 0.04825 
(4.9910)** (2.54) (88.54)** (3.59)** (136.11)** (74.40)** (3.77)** 
P3 0.07105% 0.01841% 0.61566 0.01331% 0.81967 0.56810 0.09080 
(5.3621)** (2.96)* (94.74)** (3.96)** (149.35)** (77.57)** (8.33)** 
P4 0.06766% 0.01650% 0.56782 0.01147% 0.76070 0.53100 0.09303 
(5.5544)** (2.92)* (96.10)** (4.03)** (163.47)** (85.51)** (10.07)** 
P5 0.06793% 0.01716% 0.55486 0.01234% 0.74087 0.51296 0.08869 
(5.7266)** (3.16)* (97.68)** (4.58)** (168.23)** (87.28)** (10.14)** 
P6 0.06404% 0.01381% 0.53765 0.00981% 0.71254 0.49809 0.06486 
(5.5499)** (2.57) (95.86)** (3.57)** (158.59)** (83.07)** (7.27)** 
P7 0.05946% 0.00934% 0.53377 0.00588% 0.70282 0.49301 0.04912 
(5.1753)** (1.73) (94.61)** (2.06) (150.64)** (79.18)** (5.30)** 
P8 0.05404% 0.00376% 0.53913 0.00171% 0.69368 0.48325 0.00674 
(4.6211)** (0.67) (91.43)** (0.51) (127.44)** (66.53)** (0.62) 
P9 0.04041% -0.01110% 0.57921 -0.01235% 0.74266 0.53798 -0.02442 
(3.1694)* (-1.72) (86.03)** (-3.17)** (116.64)** (63.31)** (-1.93) 
PIO 0.00466% -0.04990% 0.67779 -0.04950% 0.86935 0.68502 -0.09256 
(0.3001) (-5.77)** (74.98)** (-8.97)** (96.43)** (56.94)** (-5.17)** 
MNP 0.06520% 0.06224% 0.09609 0.06059% 0.14195 0.11312 0.03754 
(8.1535)** (7.99)** (11.88)** (7.80)** (11.18)** (6.68)** (1.49) 
*0.5% significance level 
**0.1% significance level 
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TABLE 5C: CAPM and Fama-French Model Regression - Return on 
Composites formed by ranking Returns during the Previous Six Months, from 
Jan 1990 to Dec 1999 
Return CAPM Fama French 
Alpha Beta Alpha Beta 
Market SMB HML 
PI 0.09247% 0.03023% 0.89942 0.03015% 1.0339 0.84072 -0.16210 
(5.1832)** (2.96)* (72.19)** (4.86)** (89.42)** (57.10)** (-8.68)** 
P2 0.06670% 0.01653% 0.64885 0.01302% 0.84339 0.61548 0.14248 
(5.3923)** (2.56) (82.38)** (3.49)** (121.29)** (69.51)** (12.68)** 
P3 0.05792% 0.01204% 0.55962 0.00758% 0.7673 0.52929 0.23232 
(5.4895)** (2.25) (85.89)** (2.55) (138.45)** (75.00)** (25.95)** 
P4 0.05196% 0.00869% 0.50522 0.00389% 0.71431 0.47779 0.26843 
(5.4524)** (1.80) (85.73)** (1.45) (142.48)** (74.84)** (33.14)** 
P5 0.04828% 0.00699% 0.46403 0.00211% 0.67067 0.44732 0.28091 
(5.4648)** (1.52) (82.76)** (0.80) (137.41)** (71.97)** (35.62)** 
P6 0.0461% 0.00593% 0.44085 0.00100% 0.64696 0.43531 0.28698 
(5.4538)** (1.32) (80.63)** (0.39) (136.38)** (72.06)** (37.45)** 
P7 0.04386% 0.00322% 0.45072 -0.00198% 0.66979 0.47168 0.29940 
(4.9882)** (0.66) (75.96)** (-0.71) (128.91)** (71.29)** (35.67)** 
P8 0.03904% -0.00350% 0.49027 -0.00891% 0.72676 0.54421 0.30120 
(4.0204)** (-0.63) (72.38)** (-2.82)* (123.54)** (72.65)** (31.69)** 
P9 0.02755% -0.01787% 0.55005 -0.02360% 0.81305 0.65665 0.30271 
(2.4575) (-2.64) (66.63)** (-5.99)** (110.72)** (70.22)** (25.52)** 
PIO 0.00293% -0.04796% 0.66366 -0.05340% 0.95235 0.87098 0.23802 
(0.2039) (-5.06)** (57.39)** (-9.02)** (86.37)** (62.03)** (13.36)** 
MNP 0.08568% 0.07307% 0.26202 0.07820% 0.12177 0.01687 -0.39177 
(8.5751)** (8.07)** (23.72)** (9.09)** (7.60)** (0.83) (-15.13)** 
*0.5% significance level 
**0.1% significance level 
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TABLE 5D: CAPM and Fama-French Model Regression - Return on 
Composites formed by ranking Returns during the Previous Six Months, from 
Jan 2000 to Jun 2007 
Return CAPM Fama French 
Alpha Beta Alpha Beta 
Market SMB HML 
PI 0.05998% 0.04177% 0.90155 0.01332% 0.90275 1.0059 0.15556 
(2.0100) (2.22) (53.52)** (1.03) (62.53)** (45.50)** (5.91)** 
P2 0.05964% 0.04291% 0.67056 0.01500% 0.72475 0.70990 0.26497 
(2.8378)* (3.57)** (62.23)** (2.02) (87.29)** (55.84)** (17.52)** 
P3 0.05858% 0.04258% 0.55778 0.01593% 0.63902 0.52358 0.31555 
(3.4907)** (4.88)** (71.33)** (3.14)* (112.86)** (60.39)** (30.59)** 
P4 0.05630% 0.04082% 0.47648 0.01553% 0.57102 0.40605 0.33649 
(3.9532)** (5.61)** (73.14)** (3.55)** (116.93)** (54.30)** (37.81)** 
P5 0.05407% 0.03884% 0.43736 0.01482% 0.53693 0.33463 0.34032 
(4.1588)** (5.94)** (74.68)** (3.63)** (117.77)** (47.93)** (40.97)** 
P6 0.05186% 0.03659% 0.44327 0.01508% 0.53400 0.29169 0.30809 
(3.9908)** (5.85)** (79.13)** (3.48)** (110.34)** (39.36)** (34.94)** 
P7 0.04987% 0.03435% 0.48234 0.01512% 0.56017 0.27776 0.26846 
(3.5813)** (5.42)** (84.87)** (3.15)* (104.28)** (33.77)** (27.43)** 
P8 0.04425% 0.02829% 0.55054 0.01217% 0.60765 0.27536 0.20782 
(2.7865) (3.93)** (85.23)** (1.99) (88.79)** (26.28)** (16.67)** 
P9 0.02810% 0.01125% 0.69045 0.00076% 0.70053 0.32048 0.07777 
(1.3905) (1.16) (79.71)** (0.09) (71.97)** (21.50)** (4.38)** 
PIO -0.00804% -0.02668% 0.96864 -0.02689% 0.88430 0.44796 -0.17772 
(-0.2700) (-1.63) (66.09)** (-1.82) (53.68)** (17.76)** (-5.92)** 
MNP 0.06081% 0.06075% 0.00828 0.03826% 0.05130 0.57551 0.21217 
(2.7254) (2.72) (0.41) (1.81) (2.17) (15.93)** (4.94)** 
*0.5% significance level 
**0.1% significance level 
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FIGURE 2: Efficient Frontier and Capital Market Line corresponding to the 
Risk and Return of Composites PI, P2, . . . , PIO 
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TABLE 6A: Descriptive Statistics of Returns on Composites formed by ranking 
Returns during the Previous Six Months, from Jul 1964 to Jun 2007 
Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
PI 0.07130% 0.99247% -13.54605% 9.97127% 
P2 0.06193% 0.74304% -11.64150% 6.24044% 
P3 0.05854% 0.65385% -11.57483% 4.92818% 
P4 0.05395% 0.59799% -10.44254% 4.61858% 
P5 0.05266% 0.57360% -10.26101% 4.47527% 
P6 0.04912% 0.56693% -9.74670% 5.12779% 
P7 0.04675% 0.59115% -9.23123% 5.87705% 
P8 0.04329% 0.63838% -9.26986% 6.27537% 
P9 0.03299% 0.73389% -9.67423% 7.83850% 
PIO 0.00589% 0.94362% -10.93335% 9.30208% 
MNP 0.06161% 0.61570% -8.40205% 7.28308% 
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